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The killing continued, the raging blood filled the nostrils of the members of the army on the shore,
they watched, looked and felt it, they could not help but feel sick, it was even more horrible than
when they joined the peacekeeping, and the reason they could join this horrible strife was that they
had signed a confidentiality agreement and a battle death agreement in advance, they had come

with the determination to die, but this was it, they still felt such a The image is difficult to

accept ......

The water in the river was hot, boiling bubbles with blood mist in the air, the
whole surface of the river was like a fairyland on earth, making people fearful at the same time,
but also want to peek inside the secret hide ......

The first thing you need to do is to get a good idea of what you are getting into.
They stood in clear lines and knew to use the situation to protect their own advanced
biochemicals.

The tiger shark in the water wandered, his strength had increased quite a bit,
having just devoured quite a few other biochemicals, his strength had steadily increased.

"The Three Kings are really strong! How dare they withstand the Pope and ZF's
attack and not fall short! We're really going to start a new era of Popes!" Tiger Shark said

excitedly, feeling suffocated under the jurisdiction of the 8th Pope, how can I put it. The Pope was
unworldly and always thinking about immortality, which led to them being suppressed by the

unarmed men of the Church all the time, which was very oppressive. After all, they are one of the
strongest men in the world, and to be ordered around by a loser who has lived for decades is

unbearable to anyone, and with such a situation, they have no choice but to swallow the bitterness

in their stomachs ......



Mohammad Qatou did not talk to this arrogant infidel, but stared at the sky above,
he was waiting, waiting for the king that level to strike, he kept looking at the Chinese man, I do
not know why, the heart has been sudden, very uneasy, which makes him feel very

inexplicable ......

Lin Hao through the blood fog, also clearly saw Mohammad Kato looking at him,
this crazy heretic, the killing heart is strong, keep it, is definitely a horrible scourge, can hold
back, can explode, mind and thoughtful, such a character, keep it, let people can not sleep ah ......

Asura and Zeus back to back, they have killed no less than ten with the blood of

the vampire king on them? ersisiiyiaiwuwu er? The two of them have also killed from inside the

sea of blood, only a few of the senior cyborgs following them have been injured and show no

signs of being killed, they are a magnificent victory ......

The Pope looked at Zeus, this kid is surprisingly so strong, but unfortunately, the
disadvantages are also very thick. Goes the sun bird lineage, this second can only ever be a god

of war, across the king that level, but after reaching the king that level, the strength loss
comparable to the weak pope ......

As for the Asura beside him to take also the war god route, belongs to the ancient
mythology sun bird side lineage a lineage, no different from Zeus, but the strength is not as strong
as Zeus, but the talent well, if the development goes on, should become a existence like Bigir.

Chapter 1302

He looked to Bigir, an existence that had lived for five hundred years. To be sincere, as the Pope
he had some admiration for Bigir, an advanced biochemist who had hardened through every



regenerating heart, lived through the flow of life and finally broke through to become a king

existence. Such an existence honestly reminded him of a person, that is, Cang of China. A person

who would do anything to renew his life, Bigir was also such a person, his strength would
definitely not be weaker than the Black Crocodile King and the White Bear King, that lineage of
the Silver Moon Skywolf, but it had produced a Pope existence, so how could it be weak?

"Big brother, the situation is gradually becoming clearer!" Asura looked at the

troops behind him, as well as the foolish and crazy enemy in front of him, and said indifferently.

Zeus did not reply at first on hearing this, but looked to Bigir, who had not taken
sides, but had accepted Bigir's invitation because of his words, and he hoped that Bigir could

really give him his blessing. How can I put it, the Pope was not versed in the world, which gave
them a choice, plus Bigil's existence was independent of the Church, so it would certainly be

related to the ZF, and one of the 'popes' on the white side in this who was related to the ZF was the
Giant Eagle King, that rather terrifying being, which Zeus slowly learned about after the opening

of the Great War.

And he thought Bigir dared to go to the chess game, then there must be some
terrifying means in his hands, and also he dared to move because there were more people

following him, otherwise, with their bloodline, they must be following the Pope's ......

"Not yet, the popes haven't started the fight, that is, it isn't clear. We're just
crickets, just appetizers, can't you see with all the high level biotics dead, the Pope hasn't even
breathed a word?" It was then that Zeus shook his head as he gestured for Asura to look above the
blood mist, where there were five or six terrifying auras, several of which were clustered together
and showed no sign of movement until now.



It was at this moment that two voices came from inside Zeus' ears, "Zeus, kill the
tiger shark! You can advance to the rank of False King!" These were two voices, but they meant

the same thing, to advance to the rank of False King!

What is a False King?

Is it a level beyond that of an advanced cyborg being?

"It's too late to explain too much to you, in this battle between the King and the

Pope, the only way you can sit on the chessboard and say a few words is if you've stepped into the
Pseudo-King! If you are just a high-level biochemist, even if you are strong, you will only be at
the mercy of others. Don't you keep asking about my strength again? I am a pseudo-king
existence!" This was Bigil's explanation.

And the other voice, Zeus didn't pursue, because he was now incredibly excited!

By becoming an existence like Bigir, his life expectancy could increase by several
hundred years again! This was something he couldn't wait for, and one of the purposes why he

was with Bigir was because of the secrets that Bigir carried, something that attracted him more

than the conditions offered to him by the papal gates ......

"Brothers, advance on Mohammedan kattu!" Zeus shouted excitedly.



Asura's eyes glazed over at the words, a little scared, and said timidly, "Brother,
there's a tiger shark over there! A very powerful tiger shark! And Mohammedan Kato's papal
scepter is able to kill the people behind it in seconds ......"

Zeus stared at Mohammed Katou and said slowly, "I'll deal with him, you lead the
siege on the tiger shark! Remember, kill him no matter what! Asura!" The three words Asura
shouted out of Zeus' mouth were very subdued and carried a command? Ishan Er Wu Xi Fuzzy

Lu? s tone, and the tone of a great chieftain!
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Asura and the others are even more afraid to go against Zeus' wishes, and besides Zeus is playing

the lead, what else are they afraid of? And with so many of them against one tiger shark, the
pressure instantly felt a lot less ......

"There's a large group of people coming our way!" The tiger shark was devouring
the body of a senior biochemist, his ears flicked slightly, he jerked his head up and saw a force of

senior biochemists led by the duo of Zeus Asura rushing towards his side, he couldn't help but
directly put down the food he was putting at his mouth, but stared at the duo of Zeus with a

deadly stare ......

The first of these is the one of the best in the southern city, and it is very powerful.
And not to mention Zeus, even his little brother Asura, is a very powerful expert, if in the past, he
faced Asura's heart is still a little afraid, but now, well, he is not afraid at all ......

It's Zeus that scares him, and he doesn't dare to face a superpowered being like

Zeus directly. In his mind, the existence of Zeus is almost the same as Bigel, is the kind of

existence that is beyond the senior biochemical, as to what level it belongs to, he asked himself,



let his own heart also does not have a precise number, he asked others, others also do not know,
and then do not dare to ask the existence of the vampire king ......

"I can feel it."Mohammed Kato head did not even bother to look at the tiger shark,
staring at Zeus said, he could feel that Zeus was coming for him, as for what purpose, he was not
sure.

He also knew Zeus, it was a list of dangers given to him by the king, there were
not many names in this list of dangers, but Zeus was obviously the most popular one, more
popular than Bigir, that is, more dangerous to him than Bigir ...... so that if he faced Zeus, he
could properly use the papal scepter against him The pope's scepter is not necessary in a duel to
the death. Mohammed Kato naturally understood what was being said, and the implication was

that even if he brought the papal scepter, he might not be a match for Zeus ......

The pope's scepter will lose its vitality as it is used more often, and the power it

exerts will be weaker in relative terms. He gradually knew why the king had bestowed this sceptre

on him, for it was a consumable, and of course he dared not have any complaints.

"That's Zeus! Asura! Cato, what shall we do?" The tiger shark's voice was no
longer the arrogant one it had been before and became much more subdued, as well as having a
tone of awe in it.

He had little respect for Mohammedan Kato, after all, he considered him a mere

junior, and although the king cared for him, so what? But now, he didn't dare to think that way,
because he was afraid that he would still need Kato to fight with him against Zeus Asura. He even
wanted Kato to tell the king that he thought Mohammad Kato and he together would be no match
for the Zeus Asura alliance ......



Of course that was not going to happen, so what he wanted was to approach the

surrounding followers of the king and combine the strength of all of them together to oppose the
Zeus Asura army.

Moreover, the king's followers are only the king's followers, the other two king's
followers are all still hidden inside the crowd and there is no telling when they will reveal their
identities.

Mohammed Kato himself is also anxious to hear the voice of the tiger shark is
even more anxious, only when he looked up at the king, found that there is no instruction given,
the default meaning is that the warning given before, he can live, ? The steak er yi whisk ground

Shan dye zero? The others didn't matter.

As for how to do it, everything was up to him.

Since the king did not command, Mohammed Kathu roared into the sky, "Come
to me, all the king's followers!"

In an instant, the forces in the air were like white clouds passing through the sky,
all flying low and over to Mohammedan Kartou.

Bigir shouted to Zeus, "Hurry up! The final showdown is about to begin, if you
want to advance to become a False King, take advantage of this gap in time to slay the Tiger
Shark!"



Another voice also said, "Kill him and I'll help you advance to Pseudo-King on the
spot! Once you become a False King, you will be more powerful than an ordinary king! And if

Asura also gets certain benefits within the opportunity, it is not unreasonable to advance to become
a False King in the future!"

Zeus, who was already flying fast, saw Mohammedan Kato pooling the heretics

and began to get a little nervous, but this sudden reminder again left Zeus without a chance to
think, because this was his chance to not break, and once he missed it, he would never have it

again. And this brought Asura along with him; if he told Asura the news, Asura would surely fight
for his life as well.

"Asura, they told me that once I kill the tiger shark. I will advance, and there is a
possibility that you will advance after that!" Zeus said.

Chapter 1304

Asura, who was working on a plan, became even more excited after hearing Zeus' words, he
clenched his fists, the power of his bloodline inside his body increased violently, his whole
strength strengthened again!

And Zeus was the same, no longer in his previous mild state, his life was already
running out and if he didn't advance, he would face death! He had stood by Bigir for his word,
and not because Bigir had crossed over? Why did he not believe the other popes when they told

him? Because he knew that he couldn't go straight from senior biochemist to pope. Oh yes, now
he had learned that above the High Cyborg was the existence of the King. And before becoming

a king, there was another class, the pseudo-king. As for the division of strength of pseudo-kings,
he didn't know ......



Nor did he want to know. All he wants is, continue? Dyeing Xiyen closed service

Yi Lu Xi? Live on ......

"They're coming our way to kill us, and they're fast!" Tiger Shark shouted, seeing
more and more people around him, but also seeing the people coming closer and closer to kill him,
he began to panic.

Kato was a bit annoyed with this Tiger Shark, he was at least a 200 year old high

level cyborg powerhouse, why was he shouting? And the people across the street were coming to

kill him!

In fact, if Mohammad Kato hadn't been told by the Vampire King that he could

fight Zeus with the Pope's scepter, he would have found an opportunity to hide behind Tiger

Shark's group of people when he saw Zeus, even with the Vampire King's orders, but he really
didn't want to fight him one on one head on!

Lin Hao's ear, Boris's communicator came out, "Dear Mr Lin Hao, the battle will
begin the moment Tiger Shark dies! We hope that you will be able to kill the Black Crocodile

King or theWhite Bear King, or even if you can't kill them directly, you must be able to hold one
of them back. Only then will the three-way situation, be evenly matched!"

Lin Hao grunted and transmitted a voice in reply, "Boris. You know my purpose,
if no one ends up saving my wife, the whole of Toulouse will have to pay for you!"

"Don't worry Mr. Lin! The Giant Eagle King is on our side and anything the

Vampire King can do, he can do! And we have another one who can do it too, please trust us! And



we already know that Jun Wu Ren has also arrived, how dare I deceive you when the two of you

are together!" Boris said awkwardly.

Lin Hao grunted at this, as for whether Jun Wu Regret and the others knew, Lin
Hao really didn't care much. Jun Wuoren was so strong that even if he hid himself as much as he

could, Toulouse's military defence would have found him, it was to be expected.

"Remember, we're just working together!" Lin Hao said, closing off the comlink
and looking at Bigir, who still had a kind smile on his face, looking at Lin Hao and with a puzzled
look. Lin Hao was amused, the man was still pretending, but what the hell. The message Boris
gave him, inside and out, had no intention of killing Bigel, and he even thought that Bigel was the
one Boris was talking about ......

Forget it, don't want to bother with brain cells. This is all going to be over, soon!

Zeus rushed violently towards Mohammed Katou, and Asura was no exception.
The tiger shark was the hope for both of them, and they would never let it escape!

The Vampire King and the White Bear King, the Black Crocodile King, Bigir,
stood together, somewhat isolated as far as Lin Hao, their teammate, was concerned. They all
looked at the sky, already having the intention to rush up and fight.

Lin Hao smiled, they were doubting themselves too. It made sense, after all, this
was all their own family business, and theWhite Bear King and the Black Crocodile King seemed

to be so uncomfortable with themselves that if the Vampire King hadn't been standing aside to
stop them, I'm afraid they'd have been about to strike!



"King Huaxia! We're going to take on the Pope, and when the time comes, you'll
fight at the head!" The Black Crocodile King stared at Lin Hao and commanded.

Lin Hao twisted his head to look at this crocodile with a stench emanating from its
body, a killing intent surged forth.

"What's wrong with you, do you want to die? Our Black Crocodile King

commanded you to do something and you dare to disobey, even if you disobey, you are even
angry, if not for the sake of the Vampire King, I would have killed you long ago! A Chinese!" The
White Bear King was enraged and made a series of exits, his contempt thick.

The Vampire King did not exit to interrupt this time, but watched quietly.

Lin Hao stared at him, originally ready to strike at the crocodile, but this one white
bear repeatedly screamed, and Lin Hao felt that if he didn't take him on, his status as a Chinese
powerhouse would really be reduced to nothing by them!

"Since you want to compete with me, how about we try our hand now?" Lin Hao
didn't wait for the Vampire King to say anything after he finished, this was the best time to strike,
at least he didn't rip the Vampire King's face off straight away, he didn't want to stand in line

straight away too soon. The situation in Western Europe, in the end, did not have much to do with
him. Whether it's an alliance with the Vampire King or with the ZF to support 'justice' or with the
Pope to calm the world, he has only one goal in mind, and that is who can help him heal Shen

Xiyan ......
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Chapter 1305

Lin Hao blasted his fist at the White Bear King, after becoming a Grand Master, he hadn't struck
a blow yet! Before, it was all by relying on the Extreme Dao a blackening, nowadays, he could
really want to try it out, the feeling of becoming a Grand Master to strike ......

"You seek death!" TheWhite Bear King roared in anger, transforming into the huge
body of a white bear with a huge claw, rumbling down towards Lin Hao Zheng!

The terrifying force came rushing wildly towards Lin Hao with a white stream of

light, and the immense pressure collapsed the earth space. The pressure that roiled the sky, as well
as the flames made all the senior biotics below look over.

"Fight up!"

"Popes fight up? West meaning lovingly steak love west? Here it comes!"

I don't know who suddenly shouted, but the Vampire King's followers all looked
up above the invisible clouds, the terrifying pressure that radiated down and made his them gasp,
but they didn't bother to bow their heads. This time the terrifying pressure, unlike the last time,
was not deliberately emitted by the Vampire King, but was inspired by combat instincts and was

used for fighting, so the might was not very great in comparison, but! But it was very
intimidating!

The two of them, Zeus Asura, looked at each other, and this was the time!



This was definitely a very good opportunity, as they saw that the Vampire King's
heretics did not rush over to this side at first, which would have been a lot less of a burden for

them to take on their enemies.

Zeus ran wildly, his whole body was inspired by the bloodline of the God of War,
and like a sunbird, with the intense scorching heat, he crushed straight to the side of Mohammed

Katou, and without saying a word, he gaveMohammed Katou a grab that tore through the air, and
a harsh voice that cut through the sky came out, "I want to see what kind of strength the King's
cultists really have! "

"Just look!" Mohammed the Kathurian waved the sceptre of the Pope, and the blue
jeweled light blossomed, surging up from the water with terrifying power, a monstrous wave
lapped up, trying to extinguish the flames of the sunbird, but Zeus was incredibly fast, and the

impact was so fierce that it went straight through the wave of water, and the water around it turned
into water mist with a nuisance sound, then dissipated.

The next moment, Zeus' claws went straight for Mohammed Katou!

"But that's all!" Zeus yanked fiercely, shattering Mohammedan Kato's hard scales

and tearing out a few pieces of flesh ......

Pain! Incredible pain! Mohammad Kartou's face was grim, he had not felt such

intense pain for many years, he was angry, he was furious, he glared at Zeus, his heart was so
angry that he wanted to bite Zeus directly. But reason told him that he was no match for Zeus, this
damned Zeus, truly an opponent that even the King found terrifying.



He turned his head to look at the tiger shark, and found it in the middle of the

encirclement, struggling!

"Come and help me! Cato! Come and help me, he's so fierce, he's practically
desperate to pound! Damn it! Why! Ah, my arm!"

Asura took on the form of a sunbird and the searing heat of his claws, with their
fire-burning heat, tore right through one of Tiger Shark's arms, spewing out arrows of blood that
stabbed a senior cyborg directly in the arm.

The tiger shark's thick wailing sound spread across the room, the wailing sound

was like thunder, Lin Hao blasted on top of the white bear king's huge body, the thick fur, with a
tremor, then the white bear king's body fell backwards violently, he only felt a tightness in his

chest, then his throat bulged, but after he found out what kind of people they were around, he
swallowed hard, then said viciously. "It's no more than that!"

Looking at the White Bear King pretending, Lin Hao sneered and once again

swung his fist out!

At this moment, the White Bear King's face was pale, his entire spirit was very
gathered, and the hint of contempt inside his eyes from before was gone! His heart was already
starting to panic, this Chinese man, he was too strong! Just now, with a single punch, he had
pierced through his skin and fat, directly hitting his internal organs, and had been injured! This
was the first time he had been injured in how many years? And as a king's existence, even if it
was an existence like the Giant Eagle King to the Black Crocodile King, he didn't just say he
wanted to injure him!



The huge bear's paw smashed viciously against Lin Hao's fist ......

Chapter 1306

Hum! ...... A violent impact sound came out, and the White Bear King directly took a few steps

backwards, his face turning blue and white for a while.

"Oh, such strength, you were arrogant before! If it's just this kind of strength, then
I'll have to take this bear paw of yours!" Lin Hao scoffed, his speed accelerated, the power in his
hands once again increased, a terrifying pressure emanated out, layers of black Qi surrounding

that pair of fists, Lin Hao was serious!

Whether it was the cooperation with Boris, or venting his anger, this was not the
main objective! Saving Shen Xiyan was the ultimate goal, this White Bear King looked like the

object of his ravishment, but once he used Dismemberment? The intention is that once he uses

dismemberment? The strength will go up a notch! At that time, he would look tricky in one hand,
and once the three of them worked together, this would also give Lin Hao a headache for it.

Besides, he didn't know Wang's fighting style yet! This was a very big hidden

danger! He didn't want all these hidden dangers to come together at the same time, that would
just be too risky!

The White Bear King's eyelids fluttered violently, a little scared, and blood was

slowly spilling from the corners of his mouth, he wasn't trying to be strong anymore, this Chinese
was too strong! He was able to overwhelm him every time, he was now a little intimidated and

felt sure that he was no match for him alone!



He looked to the Vampire King and the Black Crocodile King, who was stupid
enough to move, but he noticed that the Vampire King kept tugging on the Black Crocodile King's
arm, meaning clearly that he didn't want the Black Crocodile King to make a move now, and that
Bigel, the pseudo-king, didn't seem to be anything in their eyes. So he didn't pray for Bigel to

make a move ......

Seeing that the Vampire King would not let the Black Crocodile King make a
move, the White Bear King knew what the Vampire King's purpose was. It was to use him to test

Lin Hao's low! The White Bear King's heart was filled with anger, this damnable Vampire King,
how dare he kill each other at this time! Damn it! Damn it!!!

"There's no way out, if I keep on confronting each other like this, I'm just dying a

chronic death! Looks like the Vampire King won't call it quits until he gets a little something out!
This stinking bat on the damned church overhang has always been such a filthy presence!" The
White Bear King growled endlessly in his mind, already raging against the Vampire King's
cold-bloodedness ......

The next moment, the white bear body emitted a faint white light, his body
swelled up again, the huge pressure was like a blazing fierce wave covering the whole field, the
troops on the far shore only felt their throats dry up directly, they have picked up the water on their
bodies and started to drink violently, at the same time their legs trembled violently, if not for the
soldier's stance and the surrounding instructor's angry roar to stabilize their will, I'm afraid they

would have to kneel down directly!

Just as the white light covered the White Bear King's body, in Lin Hao's eyes, he
was a glowing white ball of flesh, Lin Hao had no intention of then trying it out, he was casting his
own Extreme Dao, which meant that he would have to shed his skin without letting this White

Bear King die! After all, the vampire king was watching the show from the side, he wouldn't just
let the other side watch the show, this if the show came to fruition, his own ideas would fall flat,
it was so hard to find an opening to exploit, definitely not going to let the trick in the vampire



king's heart succeed. He wants to sit back and watch the tiger fight, then he himself will let a

piece of his heart fall off!

Black Qi entwined, with the aura of enhanced power, that punch, rushed towards

the White Bear King behind the white light!

The White Bear King behind the white light could only feel his eyes trembling
violently! He could feel that this was an attack of unparalleled terror!

"Come on!" The White Bear King roared, pumping himself up!

The next moment, Lin Hao's fist shattered the white light with a blast, and the

blackness directly engulfed the white light, once again impacting towards the white fur, the roiling
blackness was broken up and directly engulfed the White Bear King, following close behind.

"No!" Came the throaty sound of the White Bear King tearing his throat as he felt

the horrific destructiveness of the power, his left arm seemed to be burning and was burning off at

a very rapid rate, it was heartbreaking pain, unbearable pain! Irreparable pain!

"Ah!" Finally, after he let out a scream, a huge arm, fell from among the clouds!

All the senior biotics in the room looked at this arm and cringed!



"It's the Emperor's arm!" I don't know who rasped out.

The next moment there was another scream, and Tiger Shark's breath collapsed in
his desperate pupils, and he died outright!

The moment the tiger shark saw the White Bear King's arm being knocked off, it
was directly struck through the throat with a claw by Asura, and his life ended straight away here!
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After killing the tiger shark, Asura hurriedly jumped away from the opposing team, not wanting to
get attached to the fight. The atmosphere around him was so intense that he didn't feel particularly
safe, for example, if he were to face Mohammedan Kato himself, he honestly didn't have the
confidence to fight against the sceptre of the Pope in Mohammedan Kato's hand, and he didn't
even want to face it after having seen its power up close... ...

"The tiger shark is dead!" Mohammed Kato moved his afterglow away from the

tiger shark, not a single expression on his face, not mourning the death of a man? Wu Xiaolu

closed the closed ground Yi'er? The two of them are fighting neck and neck, but the papal scepter
in his hand has gradually lost its power, which is a crisis, and this crisis is wrapping around

him. ......

If only Zeus used his full strength a few more times, he felt he would be finished

too. Not to death, of course, but losing half his body or something was still oiling up the can ......

"Go." Zeus glanced at Mohammed Katou, and then stared dead at the Pope's
scepter, this thing was too powerful, he could not break his attack at all, he could only passively



brute force against it, and then reach a relative equilibrium, which he did not like, because he did
not know when that Pope's scepter, would lose its energy, and if it could always exert this kind of
terrifying power, then he would suffer physical exertion and die ......

And, besides, having already killed the tiger shark, their purpose had been

achieved.

The Asura just after hearing Zeus' words, he flew back directly, that speed,
looking at Zeus' men were shocked, this timid look, still really makes it hard to imagine is the

expert who just killed the tiger shark. Tiger shark can kill a lot of senior biochemical strongman,
but then, under his hands, not a few rounds to die ......

Lin Hao made a fist and directly broke one of the White Bear King's arms, this
sudden up and terrifying outburst, as well as the tough strength, caused everyone present to be

shocked and look at him.

From afar, the Giant Eagle King looked at Lin Hao in astonishment. He was a ZF
officer, and he had all of Lin Hao's clear information in his hands, on which both his combat

power and possessions were described in great detail. But even if Lin Hao had killed the injured

Cang, or killed Zu with Jun Wu Regret, but both had external help, and Zu's strength was only
about the same as the Black Crocodile King, and their intelligence had said that it was Jun Wu

Regret who made the greatest contribution to killing Zu, and Lin Hao had only assisted Jun Wu

Regret ......

But now, he feels that the information is wrong! There was no way that was the
case ......



The Black Crocodile King's eyelids fluttered violently, his tail involuntarily began
to wag, and his heart inexplicably began to be annoyed, with a fearful annoyance. The strike just
now, he felt that even if he had gone up against it, he might have been injured, after all, with the
posture of the White Bear King at that time, he certainly did not look up to Lin Hao, and naturally
he was lightly defeated. If you are lightly defeated, then you will definitely be unlucky ......

The first time he fought Lin Hao, his body suffered a violent shock and his

internal organs showed signs of injury, but in order to show off his status, he held back the blood

and did not spit it out ......

The vampire king looked at Lin Hao, this Chinese man, after advancing to the
next level, seemed to have increased in strength and terror. The previously high and mighty

Vampire King couldn't help but reassess Lin Hao and reposition him.

It was just that it gave him a headache that his crossover with Lin Hao seemed to
have been created.

The Vampire King smiled and looked at Lin Hao, "Good strength, Chinese! But
we are all comrades on the same front, I will pretend that what just happened didn't happen." With

that said the Vampire King pulled out another half of the Heart of Regeneration and threw it
directly to the White Bear King and said, "Quickly use the Heart of Regeneration to recover the
lost arm. The great battle has not yet begun and you are fighting internally. Hmph! That's the
price you pay for looking down on people, and I hope that doesn't happen next lol." The Vampire
King said in a commanding tone, the White Bear King had already lost face in the rout and no

longer had an ounce of arrogance, his face was lost, he didn't want to lose his life too, and at their
level, it was quite difficult to recover a lost torso limb.

He reached out his hand and tried to catch the Heart of Regeneration.



But then he saw the Heart of Regeneration floating in the air, seeing that it was
right in front of him, and a large hand directly grabbed the half of the Heart of Regeneration. The
White Bear King instinctively felt some anger, and when the words came to his lips, he gritted his
teeth and held back when he realised that it was Lin Hao, and gave a light hum as his body leaned

towards the Black Crocodile King. At this time, the only one he could trust was the Black

Crocodile King ......

As for the Vampire King, they were originally scheming together for a great event,
only working together temporarily, why they were afraid of the Vampire King, it was all because
he was very powerful ......

"King of China! Why are you doing this?" The vampire king was slightly shaken

with anger, this Chinese Xia people dared to snatch what he had placed in front of him, did he not
think that because he had just defeated the white bear king that he thought he was very powerful?
The arrogant and cocky Chinese! If it wasn't for the situation at hand, would he be able to give

him a good look?

Lin Hao grabbed the Heart of Regeneration and carefully examined it, it matched
the cut marks he had gotten earlier beyond compare, so he thought it must be the same Heart of
Regeneration he had inside his Golefant Castle. Lin Hao smiled, "Naturally, it has been returned to
its original owner."

After a pause, Lin Hao then said, his voice tinged with questioning, thick with
forceful intent, "The cooperation between us was me assisting you, you giving me the Heart of
Regeneration and saving my wife. Now you've thrown the Heart of Regeneration to this trash for
use, going against my initial agreement, and I won't accept it."



"You!" The White Bear King grunted angrily when he heard Lin Hao call him a

waste, but didn't make a move, he was just dryly angry.

"What's wrong with calling you a waste? You're not convinced? Let's fight
again?" Lin Hao said with a sneer, his eyes were endlessly contemptuous, a waste of space,
repeatedly speaking back, if he didn't have something big to do at the moment, Lin Hao wouldn't
have stopped just now.

Chapter 1308

The Vampire King's face showed no change in expression, "The King of China. I'll let him regain

his strength, but it will be of great benefit to us! The eighth pope has the strength of a thousand
years of heritage. If you, me and the three Black Crocodile Kings, honestly, I feel uneasy and we
need the White Bear King to come together."

Lin Hao turned a deaf ear, as if he hadn't heard, and instead played with the Heart
of Regeneration. This made the Vampire King furious as he gritted his teeth and stared at the sky

before finally saying in a very unpleasant manner, "Half a Regeneration Heart can also save the
day."

Only when Lin Hao heard these words did he stop the movements in his hands
and instead stared at the Vampire King with a deadly stare, watching the Vampire King with a
calm expression and serious eyes. Only then did Lin Hao reveal a faint a smile before looking at

the White Bear King and inquiring, "Half a regenerating heart that can save people?"

Without waiting for the White Bear King to speak, the Black Crocodile King had
an expression of looking at a country bumpkin, "That's in the Heart of Regeneration! Even if an
ordinary mortal were to die, they could still be saved and brought back! And such a powerful

thing, to bring it to save a mortal? Don't you think it's a bit of a waste? A mere mortal can be



compared to us? They can't even compare to a finger of ours! Give it to the White Bear King,
comparing it to just one mortal is not as important as giving us an increased chance of winning!"

Lin Hao's eyes were cold as he looked at the Black Crocodile King. A mortal? His

wife was just an ordinary human? Life or death was irrelevant! If it wasn't bad to lash out, Lin
Hao might have already struck out at him with all his might.

The Vampire King also nodded in agreement with the Black Crocodile King's
words, and Lin Hao sneered, "I don't think that ordinary people are ordinary people! Besides, you
told me that you needed the Heart of Regeneration to save my wife. And you should have meant

to use a complete regenerated heart at that time, so, I will not agree to your request. Because, I
think you are deceiving me!"

"Damn it!" The White Bear King's face turned white and he roared low.

"Bastard!" The Black Crocodile King was also shaken with rage.

The Vampire King's face was fierce, this damned Chinese, how dare he defy him

again, his gaze was low and his killing intent was strong, already threatening, "King of China!
Aren't you afraid that you will die? Moreover, even if you have a complete regenerating heart,
without my help to save you, who can cure your wife?"

Lin Hao's heart was also nauseous, this man was really lying to him and playing

him.



"Is this the attitude you have in seeking my cooperation?" Lin Hao said, his voice
incomparably cold, already extremely upset at heart.

At the same time, he looked towards Bigir.

Bigir had been staring at Lin Hao, this King of China. It simply gave him too

much of a shock, not the strength of a king, striking out with the king's remnant doppelganger
with an undaunted look. What's more, just now, after advancing to the strength of a king, a blow
made the White Bear King lose an arm, such terrifying hard strength was truly appalling! He
suddenly felt that Lin Hao was even more terrifying than he had imagined.

And now, he was facing the three Vampire Kings' siege all by himself, without the
slightest hint of stage fright, instead he was questioning the Vampire Kings' teasing, with the
intention of demanding a statement, this was simply too domineering! If this was seen by the
senior biochemists of the entire Western European world, I'm afraid their entire jaws would drop

in shock, this is a king! Not only was he calm and collected in the face of three kings by himself,
he even had to have an aggressive look, simply not too domineering ......

Looking at the look Lin Hao projected, Bigel was a little puzzled, looked left and
right and shook his head in bewilderment.

Will pretend! That was the definition Lin Hao gave him, pretending at this time!
But perhaps only such a person could do subterfuge so well, not moving and blending in

completely. His own super strength, film and television disguise themselves as inferior to others,
and even in the face of hectoring orders, he did not raise his superior status, but allowed the

messenger to scold him ......



Westerners, are they all so strong?

The corners of Lin Hao's mouth lifted, he was suddenly a little curious about what
kind of devastating blow Bigel would inflict on this one group!

Lin Hao moved the communicator next to his ear and used his bones to vocalize
his question, "? Gezai Servant Wuyi Paw Wusi? I already have a complete regenerated heart,
could your king over there have the strength to just my wife?"

Boris hurriedly replied, "Mr. Lin, absolutely! Even if we don't have the
regenerating heart, our ZF will still help you search for the items to save your wife with all the

power of our nation! And now that you have the Heart of Regeneration, then curing your wife is

definitely already a fact!"

Hearing such an affirmative answer from Boris, Lin Hao didn't have an ounce of
consideration this time, going to war with the three of them! He felt that it didn't matter!

Boris looked at the image in front of him and was shocked to the point of disbelief.
This Chinese Mr. Lin had wounded a king, and with such simplicity and sharpness, it was simply
too terrifying, too unbelievable, and equally too uplifting!

"The Pope and the King of the Pagans will henceforth be lost forever in the history
of Country F! And this year will record and open a new chapter in history, and I am the one who

will write it! I am a credit to Toulouse and to F! Ha ha! I'm so excited! I'm really grateful to you,
Mr Lim!" Boris shouted frantically in his heart.



At the same time, he took out his mobile phone and instructed the security

personnel over at the party, as well as the surveillance officer in charge, "Make sure you keep a

good eye on the scene, and never, ever let any suspicious elements appear! Or I'll have you sent
to jail for sabotaging the development of Toulouse!"

"Monsieur Boris! I will never let any non-suspicious elements enter the party and
go near Madame Lin!" That voice was thick with righteous determination.

Boris was incredibly relieved to hear it! He looked at the surveillance screen, his
heart couldn't help but feel excited, his legs started to shake violently, he was too excited, too
excited, as if success was just around the corner, he was too happy. He was incomparably grateful
to Lin Hao, this powerful Mr. Lin was simply the valued man of his life, this he just remembered

why Finkin Gatt was so dead set on following him, working for him as a cow and giving up the

dignity of the Gatt family. And he is aware that Finkin-Gate has become the first heir of the Gaiter
family again, and as for this he knows exactly what it is because of, it is not because of Lin
Hao .....
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"Hey, if I had known Mr. Lin Hao earlier, I am afraid I would have become a councilor of the

whole southern city, this is the southern city of F, the economic capital, there is a chance to run for
prime minister in the future!" Boris sighed, feeling that it was too late to get to know Lin Hao.

After all, the situation today is the result of hundreds of years of joint efforts by
politicians in country F, and today, he is going to get it! How could he not be excited? How could

he not be grateful to Lin Hao?



The Black Crocodile King, the White Bear King and Bigel all stepped back, they
clearly felt that the Vampire King already had a terrifying anger, he was a man who aspired to be
the Pope, how could he be threatened by a Chinese?

"King of China, I give you one more chance! Hand over the Heart of Regeneration
to theWhite Bear King! Otherwise, I don't mind taking on you first when I take on the Pope!" The
Vampire King's threatening flavour was once again at home.

Lin Hao was outright amused to hear it, threatening himself at this juncture?
Wasn't this asking himself to 'defect to the enemy'? Of course defecting to the enemy was a

difficult thing to say, but to put it nicely was to push oneself to the opposite camp. The words
come to mind, what is this man? The only way to do this is to be confident. How confident is it?
That high above the pope, he is feeling the strength is very terrifying, at least with their own
strongest state, are able to 50-50 ......

In this whole field, the biggest threat to Lin Hao is the Pope. The pope, who is high
above the ground and unpredictable, is as inscrutable as his character, and with his mentality, he
is an incomparably cold-blooded creature, watching his congregation being massacred, but not
speaking out to preach his spirit or inspire his congregation, but allowing the Vampire King's
heretics to strike hard and kill... ...

What kind of a being is this that would not even expose his own men when the
situation is so dire? What was he waiting for? Could it be the cleansing of his own congregation?
But wasn't that too cruel? And it was completely damaging his own base, ah. Based on what Lin
Hao had seen over the past few days, it seemed that in Country F, it was no longer easy to
advance to senior biochemist. Just from the authorities in Country F to radiate the surrounding

countries, it would probably be the same situation, it was such a bad situation, and they still

didn't preserve their strength? Instead, he's letting them kill each other, and his aim is just to

cleanse and nothing else?



"What was the Pope thinking? Watching his own ministry kill each other and not

stepping in to stop it. Does it have anything to do with the Mouth of the World?"

Seeing the gaze cast by Lin Hao, the Pope revealed a smile. This Chinese king
gave him a feeling of increasing mystery, at first he saw that his opponent was only a pseudo-king
and thought that his strength was just like that, that he wouldn't be able to make any waves in this
battle between the king and the pope, but now he saw that it wouldn't be as if he was weak on the
surface, he was very strong! The idea that he could fight with himself even came to him, and the
thought scared him ......

"Have I gone mad? How can a king's existence fight me across the level of
strength that separates heaven and earth? Have I been searching for the Mouth of the World

demonically for the past few hundred years?" Pope Peter shook his head straight away, thinking
that he had really gone mad to think that a Chinese man, with the strength of a king, could threaten
him, what was wrong with him? Has solitude come out of hysteria in these centuries?

But the entrance to the Otherworld had appeared, only he was alone and did not

dare to enter, he was looking for a legendary level of existence. The existence that stirred him,
only unfortunately after so many years, traces only appeared sporadically, checking for it by

chance, it also appeared fleetingly, then simply disappeared without a trace, and then in a flash it
was a few hundred years again.

The last time it appeared was in the last two days, and inside a hospital owned by

him, but, alas, he didn't catch it, much to his chagrin at the time!

"What if I don't?" Lin Hao put away his playful demeanour, he didn't have an
accurate consideration of how strong the Vampire King really was, so he was still very serious.
Nowadays, he was at the centre of the storm, yet he didn't have a single worry, there was endless
relief, the matter of Shen Xiyan was settled, this Western Europe's bio-chemical Curaçao, he



didn't care at all, what the final outcome would be! The best thing is to have as many deaths as

possible, and then Jun Wu Regrets will go in and reap the benefits, saving himself from having to

do the same ...... thing last time.

The vampire king's eyes are furious, his hands are spread, the robe behind him

directly hunting, endless sea of blood instantly covered and came, heaven and earth, endless
scarlet, furious incomparable pressure, shocked the people fighting below directly lying on the

river surface. Those troopers in the distance, this time there was finally no one standing still, all
kneeling on the ground, their instructors, their faces ugly, beads of sweat rolling down their

foreheads, while a few standing, were extremely fit and had blood spilling from the corners of

their mouths. The instructors knew that those who were standing would be used in the future, but
there was nothing to be done about it, the best of them were the ones who were standing like gods

of war when everyone else had fallen!

Chapter 1310

"If you don't! Then come and feel the strength of being the greatest king in the world." The
vampire king hung in the air, and at this moment the wind was blowing behind him, just like the
TV series in which a big wind was blowing from a drape, the smell of a warrior was very strong.
If an unknown viewer were to take a glance at this, they would say, "This is a special effect, it's
worth at least 80 cents!

But these are not special effects, they are real. Blood gas surged, the sky and earth
turned scarlet, and endless pressure rolled in.

Lin Hao's fists clenched as he slightly bowed his head and mused, "Extreme
Dao!"



With him as the centre, the surroundings instantly went dark. It was as if the sky
had sunk straight down! The scarlet moon was gone, endless darkness swarmed over him, using
the gap between Lin Hao and the Vampire King as two boundaries, a red wall and a black

wall ......

The endless pressure, the people who had been lying on their backs on the river

began to gasp, Zeus lifted his leg to keep it from trembling, because he looked at the sky and saw
Bigel looking like he wasn't seriously hurt, and it hit him, so he didn't want to be on his knees!
Nor did he want to be on his back, it was dignity! He watched as Asura braced himself on the

ground in agony, beads of sweat rolling down and hitting the blood laced river with a 'zi~' ......

Asura looked at Zeus with difficulty, stammered and spoke with great difficulty:
"Zeus...Zeus, is this, is this the reality, the strength of the Pope? It's too, too terrifying ......"

Zeus looked into the sky with unbelievable difficulty, not answering Asura's
query, for he had no way to distract himself, this terrifying pressure on both sides was too much
to bear, his belly was churning, stirred by a power that had no line, that told him to submit! The
only way to not receive such pain is to prostrate!

Mohammedan Kathou did not struggle, but prostrated himself directly on the

surface of the water, like a black dead fish, which made some of the strong men who had

previously resisted the past look contemptuous. For Mohammedan Kato was directly on his knees

on the surface of the water at the first moment, and later, after another dark power, he was directly
prostrate on the surface of the water, and that humble appearance made them disgraceful,
disgraceful to be in the company of such a man!

Mohammed Katou did not care what these people thought, he raised his head with
difficulty and looked high into the sky, where the red world was naturally the king's might. The



vampire king's terrifying power brought an endless pressure that forced everyone to submit, this
was his king! A very powerful king!

And the dark one, was it the Pope's? Who else could it be? There was no one left,
murmured Mohammedan Kato. He looked at the struggling group and smiled coldly, respecting
and fearing the Pope, but when the Pope exerted his pressure? The Church, the Church, the Pope,
the Pope, what has happened to your congregation?

What is wrong with your faithful? Are they all pretending to be something they are

not?

TheWhite Bear King stood aside, shivering outright. This state of majesty was the
direction in which he was growing, but he and the Black Crocodile King could not exercise it in

any way, yet this Chinese man, who had just been promoted to king, could do so! What kind of

a demonic being was he?

The White Bear King swallowed hard, his fear intensified and he took a step

backwards before accidentally bumping into the Black Crocodile King. He looked at the Black

Crocodile King and found that he had a backward look on his face, that stared at Lin Hao with fear
like a little mouse, pitiful beyond compare ...... TheWhite Bear King didn't make fun of him, but
his first reaction said that was how it should be. This man, a strong man who had directly and

seriously injured himself with one blow, was strong and worthy of their fear ...... It was sad and
ridiculous, but the White Bear King felt it was realistic ......

He regretted why he was trying to be strong at the first moment of the fight with
Lin Hao, if not, how much more? Unfortunately there is no pill of regret to eat in the world ......



Pope Peter put overlooked the two lines of intimidation, a trace of wonder flashed
inside his eyes, then nodded again and slowly said, "He deserves such strength, after all, he has
decapitated Cang."

The Giant Eagle King narrowed his eyes and stared at Lin Hao with a deadly stare,
this Chinese man! Very strong! Very strong! And wild! Very wild! Yes, if he wasn't strong, if he
wasn't mad, how could he have come to the centre of the storm in the Western European World

Church and then possibly lead the way to victory in the next few days, maybe that's confidence,
that's power ......

He began to be glad that ZF finally did not let him down in, he looked at Bigel,
this little old brother, at this moment must be thrilled beyond measure, after all, he was
submerged for so many years, himself from inside the church to win him out, would have liked

to lead him to become a king himself. It's a pity that he didn't appreciate it, preferring to become
a false king rather than a straightforward antagonist of the Church. In the end, Bigel still doesn't
have much faith in the strength of the ZF, and it's not his fault. After all, Bigir has lived for

hundreds of years and has seen the history of the world. Whenever there has been a struggle for

dominance, it has not always been the Pope's Church that has triumphed, only in recent years has
the ZF gained a slight upper hand. That's all it took to get Bigir to follow them to their death, and
it's really somehow treating people like retards ......

But the most important reason in there is that Bigir became a false king without
having to fight the white bear king, the black crocodile king, without having to have a life and
death battle ......

The order of the Church is rotten. The battle of the four kings, how many strong

people died, but unfortunately the Pope did not change the meaning, he and the vampire king

know that this is to raise compulsion, the Pope posed in everyone's face? Serve zero dyed yi ai er?
The raising compulsion in front of them clearly tells them that they are just a punching bag under
the Pope ......



As the giant eagle king guessed, even more so. Bigil's heart went into a violent
frenzy, it was too strong! This King of China was simply too strong! God was finally on his side
for once, and he was grateful really grateful to the ZF people led by Boris ......

Not that he didn't show it on his face, but stood out and said faintly.
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